Differential signalling of the WNT and Notch pathways regulates proliferation and differentiation of Lgr5 + cryptbased columnar cells (CBCs) into all cell lineages of the intestine. We have recently shown that high mitochondrial activity in CBCs is key in maintaining stem cell function. Interestingly, while high mitochondrial activity drives CBCs, it is reduced in the adjacent secretory Paneth cells (PCs). This observation implies that during differentiation towards PCs, CBCs undergo a metabolic rewiring involving downregulation of mitochondrial number and activity, through a hitherto unknown mechanism. Here we demonstrate, using intestinal organoids that FoxO transcription factors and Notch signalling functionally interact in determining CBC cell fate. In agreement with the organoid data, combined Foxo1 and 3 deletion in mice increases PC number in the intestine. Importantly, we show that FOXO and Notch signalling converge onto regulation of mitochondrial fission, which in turn provokes stem cell differentiation into the secretory types; Goblet cells and PCs. Finally, mapping intestinal stem cell differentiation based on pseudotime computation of scRNA-seq data further supports the role of FOXO, Notch and mitochondria in determining secretory differentiation. This shows that mitochondria is not only a discriminatory hallmark of CBCs and PCs, but that its status actively determines lineage commitment during differentiation. Together, our work describes a new signalling-metabolic axis in stem cell differentiation and highlights the importance of mitochondria in determining cell fate.
Introduction
The intestinal epithelium consists of multiple cell types that derive from one single precursor: the LGR5 + intestinal stem cell or crypt-based columnar cell (CBC) (Barker et al., 2007) . WNT and Notch signalling pathways are the main regulators of CBCs maintenance, proliferation and differentiation. CBCs divide daily producing rapidly proliferating daughter cells known as transit amplifying cells (TA). Upon migration towards the intestinal lumen, progenitor cells become post-mitotic and can differentiate in two main lineages absorptive (enterocytes) or secretory types (goblet, Paneth, enteroendocrine and tuft cells) (reviewed in (Scoville et al., 2008) ). Notch signalling is key in determining the choice between absorptive versus secretory lineages, in fact it acts as a node, while absorptive lineages sustain active Notch signalling, inactivation of Notch is a requisite for secretory cell differentiation (reviewed in Noah et al., 2011).
We have recently shown that CBCs and PCs, positioned adjacent in the intestinal crypt, are metabolically different (Rodríguez-Colman et al., 2017). While CBCs require mitochondrial respiration to maintain their stem cell function, Paneth cells are mainly glycolytic. Furthermore, mitochondrial metabolism appears to be reduced in the adjacent secretory Paneth cells. This observation implies that during differentiation towards Paneth cells, CBCs undergo a metabolic rewiring to downregulate of mitochondria. Importantly, there is a lack of understanding on how this process is regulated. Moreover, it remains unknown if there is a regulatory role of metabolic reprogramming per se in CBC differentiation.
Mitochondria have been shown to be involved in cell fate determination, i.e metabolic switches between glycolysis and OXPHOS accompanied by changes of mitochondrial shape are crucial for pluripotential Yalcin et al., 2008) . At present it is unclear whether and how these various FOXO regulated processes contribute to aforementioned role in stemness regulation, although most studies invoke an ill-defined role for "oxidative stress". FOXO interacts with several signalling pathways shown to be important in stem cell regulation including WNT (Eijkelenboom and Burgering, 2013) and Notch signalling pathways (Kitamura et al., 2007) . In the mouse intestine it has been shown that FoxO1 loss induces differentiation of endocrine progenitors into glucose-responsive insulin-producing cells (Bouchi et al., 2014) .
Here, we describe a novel function of FOXO as a regulator of intestinal homeostasis. We show that in organoids as well as in mice, conditional loss of FOXO leads to increase in the number of Paneth cells with a concomitant loss of LGR5+ cycling stem cells. This indicates a role of FOXO and PI3K signalling in the regulation of stem cell fate towards PCs. We describe that FOXO downregulation-driven secretory differentiation occurs along with Notch inhibition and conversely, Notch inhibition leads to decreased FOXO levels. Mechanistically we show that decreased mitochondrial respiration and increased mitochondrial fission, triggered by transcriptional regulation of miRNA 484 and upregulation of FIS1, are requisites for Paneth cell differentiation. Finally, in silico analysis of scRNA-seq supported our experimental data and further showed that both secretory types, Paneth and Goblet cells, are regulated by the Notch/FOXO/mitochondria axis. Together these results provide a comprehensive model in which classical cell signalling combines with mitochondrial metabolism, employing mitochondria as a signalling hub and as an essential regulator of stem cell maintenance and differentiation.
Resu lts

Foxo1/3 dow nreg ul atio n ind uce s secre tory differentia tion in vi tro and in vi vo.
In order to analyse the role of FOXO in the intestine we introduced into normal small intestinal (SI) organoids doxycycline inducible short hairpin constructs to knockdown Foxo1 and 3 expression (Charitou et al., 2015; Hornsveld et al., 2018). We confirmed FOXO1 and 3 knockdown by gene expression and protein level after 36 hrs of doxycycline treatment (Suppl. Fig. 1a and b ). First, we analysed the effect of Foxo knockdown (KD) on the expression of intestinal cell type markers. Foxo KD resulted in specific downregulation of the stem cell markers Lgr5, Ascl2 and Olfm4 (Fig. 1a ), as no doxycycline effect was observed in the Luciferase short hairpin control organoid line (Suppl. Fig. 1c ). SI stem cells are proliferative and in agreement, expression of the proliferation marker Ki67 was reduced and we observed reduced organoid size upon Foxo KD ( Fig. 1a and Suppl. Fig.1d ). Decreased proliferation is a prerequisite for cell differentiation. Consequently, we analysed the expression of several differentiation markers. While we did not find differences in the expression of enterocyte or enteroendocrine markers (Alpi, Sct and Neurog3), we found a significant increase in the expression of the secretory cell markers Lyz1 and 2, Muc2 and Gob5 upon Foxo KD (Fig. 1a ). These results suggest that FOXOs positively regulate stem cell state and that its downregulation leads to an increased differentiation towards the secretory phenotype. RNA expression is not always indicative for protein expression. Therefore, we analysed the protein levels of the PC marker Lysozyme (LYS) by western blot, and we visualized the number and localization of PCs by confocal microscopy and WGA (Wheat Germ Agglutinin)-staining of organoids. FOXO loss induced an increase in Lysozyme protein level and in the number of Paneth cells allocated at the bottom of the intestinal 95 crypt (Fig1. b and c). In order to quantify Paneth cell induction by Foxo KD, we measured CD24 + SSC high -cells by 96 flow cytometry. In line with gene and protein expression analysis, we observed an increase in the population of 97 Paneth cells upon Foxo KD ( Fig. 1d and Suppl. Fig. 1e ), further supporting the notion that Foxo KD drives PC 98 differentiation. In order to corroborate our in vitro observations in vivo, we made use of previously generated 99 Villin-Cre; FoxO 1,3,4 ko mice. In line with our previous observations, FOXO1 staining in intestinal sections of WT 100 mice showed nuclear localization in stem cells and TA cells and negative staining in Paneth cells and Goblet cells 101 ( Fig. 1e ). Villin-Cre: FoxO 1,3,4 ko mice showed indeed FOXO1, 3 and 4 knock-out specifically in the epithelial 102 cells of the intestinal lining ( Fig. 1e) . Importantly, we observed that knock-out of Foxo induced a drastic increase 103 in the population of Lys + Paneth cells ( Fig. 1f ). Moreover, we found a decrease in BrdU + cells at the bottom of the 104 intestinal crypts, which could be a consequence of the expansion of PCs. Of note, Brdu + cells are still present in 105 the TA compartment after Foxo knock out (Suppl. Fig. 1f ). Altogether, organoids and mouse analysis, support the 106 notion that Foxo downregulation leads to stem cell differentiation into secretory cells. organoids. Bioenergetics analysis showed that Foxo KD leads to decreased basal and maximal mitochondrial 117 respiration ( Fig. 2a and Suppl. Fig. 2a ), and a milder decrease in basal glycolysis (Suppl. Fig. 2a 
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To further study the consequence of FOXO loss in mitochondria, we analysed the morphology of mitochondria 126 in small intestinal organoids. Mitochondria are dynamic organelles that are maintained by cycles of fission and 127 fusion. Fission and fusion rates determine the morphology of mitochondria, from more fragmented to more 128 elongated structures respectively. First, we analysed mitochondria and their morphology in CBCs and PCs. We 129 observed decreased amount of mitochondria in PCs when compared to adjacent stem cells ( Fig. 2b ). In addition 130 to that we found morphological differences, while stem cells showed fragmented and clearly distinguishable 131 fused mitochondria, Paneth cells lacked of fused mitochondrial structures and appeared mainly fragmented ( Fig.   132 2b and c). Next, we analysed mitochondrial morphology upon Foxo knockdown. We found that while in control 133 organoids mitochondria display both morphologies, fused and fragmented, Foxo loss leads to decreased fused 134 structures and an enrichment in fragmented mitochondria ( Fig. 2d and 
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Mitochondrial fission is a requisite for PC differentiation. 147
In order to assess if mitochondrial fission drives differentiation into Paneth cells upon Foxo KD, we made use of 148 Mdivi-1 a small molecule inhibitor of mitochondrial fission. The suggested mode of action of Mdivi-1 is to inhibit 149 DRP1 and it has been extensively used for inhibition of mitochondrial fission (Reddy, 2014; Smith and Gallo, 150 2017). First, we treated shFoxo1/3 organoids with Mdivi-1 and analysed its effect in mitochondrial morphology 151 by confocal microscopy. We found that Mdivi-1 was able to partially restore the increased fragmentation of 152 mitochondria induced by FOXO loss (Fig. 3a and b ). Then, we analysed the effect of inhibition of mitochondrial 153 fission on Paneth cell differentiation. We analysed the gene expression of differentiation markers and protein 154 levels of the PC marker Lysozyme. Gene expression analysis showed that although Mdivi-1 has no significant 155 effect on the expression of stem cell markers upon FOXO loss, it does partially revert the gene expression 156 induction of secretory markers (Suppl. Fig. 3a ). Supporting this observation, we found that FOXO loss induction 157 of the Paneth cell marker Lysozyme is rescued by inhibition of mitochondrial fission by Mdivi-1 (Suppl. Fig. 3b ).
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Moreover, we found that inhibition of mitochondrial fission by Mdivi-1, can partially revert the increase in 159 number of Paneth cells induced by FOXO loss ( Fig. 3c and Suppl. Fig. 3f ). Mdvi-1 treatment was not able to 160 significantly recover mitochondrial respiration upon Foxo KD (Suppl. Fig. 3c ). This suggests that possibly both, Fig. 4b ). Pseudotime calculation assigns to each cell a relative distance value to 212 the starting stem cell state. Accordingly, the lowest values of pseudo-time were found in the center-located stem 213 cells and these values increase along the branches in the direction of differentiation ( Fig. 4b ). We validated the 214 performance of our pseudotime estimation by analysing branch probabilities and gene trajectories of the marker 215 genes of each differentiation cluster. As expected, the expression of stem cell genes decreased along 216 differentiation into all 3 differentiation trajectories, while the according differentiation markers specifically 217 increased within each respective cluster ( Fig. 4c ). Of note, the expression of genes that define Goblet cell state 218 also increased along pseudotime in the Paneth cell cluster and vice-versa, suggesting similarity in the trajectory 219 of differentiation of these two cell types. Next, we analysed the expression of Foxo1 and Foxo3 in the diffusion 220 components and along the differentiation trajectories. We found that along the progression to enterocytes or 221 enteroendocrine differentiation the expression of Foxo1 and 3 does not display major changes, however it 222 decreases towards differentiation into Goblet, Paneth and to a lesser extent Tuft cells ( Fig. 4d ). Thus consistent 223 with our experimental results, Foxo1 and Foxo3 are highly expressed in stem cells and downregulated in the 224 secretory cell types (Suppl. Fig. 4c ). As our experimental results showed that the regulation of stem cell 225 maintenance and Paneth cell differentiation through FOXO occurs in a mitochondrial-dependent mechanism, we 226 analysed the expression of genes that encode for mitochondrial proteins as a proxy of mitochondrial abundance.
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In agreement with our results, we found that mitochondria are high at low pseudotime (closer to the stem cell 228 state) and decrease along differentiation trajectory into Paneth, Goblet cells and to lesser extent EE and Tuft 229 cells, while it is maintained along enterocyte differentiation ( Fig. 4d and Suppl. Fig. 4c ). Lastly, we evaluated 230 Foxo1, Foxo3 and Notch1 expression patterns in a cluster-independent manner. To do so, we defined the 231 expression of the 3 genes as unique components to distribute all intestinal cells in a 3-dimensional space.
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Additionally, we introduced a fourth dimension by colouring each cell according their cluster classification, and 233 alternatively by the expression level of the mitochondrial gene Vdac1. Importantly, this analysis shows that 234 expression of these 3 genes, Foxo1, Foxo3 and Notch1 is sufficient to segregate the cells according to their 235 lineages and secondly that decreased expression of Foxo1, Foxo3, Notch1 and mitochondria are consistent and 236 robust markers of Goblet and Paneth cell differentiation ( Fig. 4e and Suppl. Fig. 4f ). Lastly, we performed the 245  246  247  248  249  250  251  252  253  254  255  256  257  258  259  260  261  262  263  264  265  266  267  268  269  270  271  272  273  274  275  276  277  278  279  280  281  282  283  284  285  286  287  288  289  290  291  292  293  294  295  296  297 differentiation. While WNT and Notch signalling are active in stem cells, in progenitor cells their activity is polarised, absorptive progenitors are WNT low and Notch high, whereas secretory progenitors are WNT high and Notch low (Sancho et al., 2015) . In a recent study, we showed that mitochondrial metabolism is a key factor in CBCs maintenance and that CBCs and PCs metabolically interact (Rodríguez-Colman et al., 2017). In the present study we provide evidence that mitochondria play a key role in determining cell fate. Here we show that mitochondrial downregulation leads to stem cell differentiation into secretory lineages, while differentiation into the absorptive enterocyte lineage remains unchanged. Thus, mitochondrial function provides specificity in differentiation. The switch between mitochondria on and mitochondria off that we found driving differentiation coincides with the branching in Notch signalling between secretory and absorptive progenitors. Mechanistically, we show that, mitochondria and Notch, are interconnected through FoxO signalling. In contrast to WNT and Notch signalling, knowledge on the involvement of PI3K signalling in determining stem cell fate has been limited. Here we show that FoxO transcription factors, important downstream components in PI3K signalling, act as regulators of intestinal homeostasis. In fact, Foxo1/3 silencing is sufficient to drive secretory fate commitment. Importantly, we found that the mechanism downstream FOXO involves regulation of FIS1 protein, through transcriptional regulation of miRNA-484, and consequently regulation of mitochondrial fission. Moreover, we found that Foxo downregulation leads to Notch inactivation, and conversely, Notch inhibition leads to decreased Fig.4a ). In our work, we show that FOXO regulates stem cell differentiation through a mitochondrial-dependent mechanism. However, FoxO factors have been involved in multiple cellular processes that potentially interact with mitochondrial function most notably oxidative stress and redox homeostasis (Essers et al. Here, we showed that inhibition of mitochondrial fission by Mdivi-1 significantly inhibits the secretory phenotype induced upon Foxo KD or Notch inhibition, however it fails to recover the phenotype to the basal non-treated conditions. In this respect, it should be considered that Mdivi-1 can rescue the morphological phenotype of mitochondria but it fails to restore mitochondrial respiration. In addition, p38 is activated upon Foxo KD and can potentially contribute to secretory differentiation and Mdivi-1 treatment does not prevent p38 phosphorylation/activation upon Foxo KD (Suppl. Fig. 2d ), suggesting a cooperative role for p38 and mitochondrial status. It would be interesting to further elucidate the role of mitochondrial respiration and p38 in differentiation. In this work we combine in-vitro and in-vivo data with in-silico analysis to deepen our understanding of the regulation of intestinal homeostasis. Previously published sc-RNAseq data on intestinal cells further and independently support our experimental data by showing that similar dynamics are observed for Notch/FOXO and mitochondria in the stem cell state and across differentiation into the differentiated lineages. 299  300  301  302  303  304  305  306   307  308  309  310  311  312  313  314  315  316  317  318 Additionally, we could discriminate between FoxO1 and 3 and found that both transcription factors behave comparably when analysing the stem cell state and differentiation into Goblet and Paneth cells. Furthermore, we found that while Foxo1 and 3 downregulation can define differentiation into Goblet and Paneth cells, other secretory types like Tuft cells differentiate independently of Foxo1/3 downregulation. Importantly, Tuft cells branch separately from other lineages, suggesting that they are lowly related to these other cell types. These type of analysis provide additional and valuable information to better understand differentiation of relative less well studied lineages such as Tuft cells, for which the cell differentiation process is still a matter of debate (reviewed in Noah and Shroyer, 2013).
The balance between self-renewal and differentiation is under stringent control to maintain proper homeostasis. Uncontrolled growth can lead to intestinal hyperplasia, inflammatory processes and cancer. Our work highlights the importance of the cross-talk between cell signalling and metabolism, we show that this interaction regulates tissue homeostasis by defining cell fate and tissue heterogeneity. Notch signalling is one of the main signalling pathways that regulates tissue patterning and development and it has been recently shown that a glycolytic gradient also occurs during in organogenesis-stage mouse embryos (Bulusu et al., 2017). It would be of special interest to relate Notch signalling dynamics during development with changes in mitochondrial activation. These dynamics in development between signalling and metabolism are likely to be re-iterated upon tissue regeneration and possibly even in tumorigenesis. Non-genetic or phenotypic tumour heterogeneity is an emerging field of research, which can explain the chemotherapy surveillance, tumour regrowth and relapse in cases of genetic homogeneity (Roerink et al., 2018). Aberrant cell signalling connecting to metabolism rewiring may drive non-genetic heterogeneity and better understanding of these processes can contribute to improved cancer therapy as well as understanding fundamental biology. 
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Mitochondrial copy nr ATP6 forward 5'AATTACAGGCTTCCGACACAAAC-3' ATP6 reverse 5'-TGGAATTAGTGAAATTGGAGTTCCT-3' Beta-Actin_1 forward 5'-AGCCATGTACGTAGCCATCCA-3' Beta-Actin_1 reverse 5'-TCTCCGGAGTCCATCACAATG-3' Beta-Actin_2 forward 5'-CCCTACAGTGCTGTGGGTTT-3' Beta-Actin_2 reverse 5'-GAGACATGCAAGGAGTGCAA-3' CYTB forward 5'-GCCACCTTGACCCGATTCT-3' CYTB reverse 5'-TTCCTAGGGCCGCGATAAT-3' DL forward 5'-AATCTACCATCCTCCGTGAAACC-3' DL reverse 5'-GCCCGGAGCGAGAAGAG-3' ND2 forward 5'-CACGATCAACTGAAGCAGCAA-3' ND2 reverse 5'-ACGATGGCCAGGAGGATAATT-3' mRNA expression Alpi forward 5′-AACTCACCTCATGGGCCTCTT-3′
Alpi reverse 
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Immunostaining, live imaging in organoids and immunohistochemistry 
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We used as input for the algorithm the first 4 diffusion components after seeing a significant difference between 460 the DC4 and DC5 eigen values. We defined as early cell a stem cell based on high expression of stem cell markers.
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We also defined 5 end states that correspond to the canonical differentiated cell types (enterocyte, tuft, paneth, 462 goblet and enteroendocrine) based on the expression of their respective known marker genes.
463
Gene trends. Gene trends were computed by fitting a generalized additive model (GAM) using the gam and s 464 functions from the mgcv R package ([ERROR: Reference with missing citation data for current style.]; Wood, 465 2003). Gene trends were calculated using MAGIC imputed data. We used thin plate regression splines as the 466 smoothing functions and the parameter gamma was set to 10. Gene trends were calculated using all cells 467 because branch probabilities are used as weights, this means that non-committed cells can contribute to all the 468 trends while fully committed cells have a higher weight on their respective trend. We observed that secretory 469 cells appeared very late in pseudo-time which gave some unexpected modelling results, such as very negative 470 expression values due to heavy extrapolation. To circumvent the issue, 30 artificial cells were added to the 471 dataset that contained the same gene expression of the first 30 cells in the ordered pseudo-time. These cells 472 were given equal branch probabilities to the differentiated states. This approach gave smoother and more 473 reliable gene trends for the secretory cells on the earliest pseudo-times (denoted by dashed lines in the plots). 474 475
